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Introduction
From the dual visions of Dr. Ella Gates Mahmoud and Eric Mahmoud, in 1985 SEED Daycare, Inc. became
a licensed, home-based childcare program emphasizing the children’s culture through daily rituals,
stories, field trips, and activities for children ages 3-5. Since 1985, SEED Daycare has helped to educate
and instill a spirit of pride and desire for learning in over 750 children. After the success the Mahmoud’s
experienced with SEED Daycare, the logical progression was to establish an elementary school in order to
harvest the seeds they planted.
In 1992 Harvest Preparatory School (Harvest Prep) was established for children in grades K-6. Harvest
Prep, which was originally started as a private, nonprofit elementary school under the SEED Daycare, Inc.
umbrella, became a public charter school in 1998 and established its own separate 501(c) (3) nonprofit
corporation.
Enrollment in Harvest Prep grew from 24 students in its first year of operation in 1992 to more than 300
students. From its inception, the two organizations, SEED Daycare and Harvest Prep, focused on teaching
fundamental skills in reading, math, and science and engaging parents in their children’s learning,
cultural knowledge, pride, and self-confidence.
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School Information
Contact Information
Rachelle Larson, Principal
James Ewer, Assistant Principal
1300 Olson Memorial Highway, Minneapolis, MN 55411
612-876-4105
rlarson@seed-harvest.org
http://www.harvestpreparatory.org/
Grades Served
Harvest Prep serves grades K-4.
Year Opened
Harvest Prep was opened in 1998.
Mission and Vision:
At Harvest Preparatory, the mission and vision of the school are embedded into the day-to-day
activities of the school curriculum.
Our mission is to instruct, empower, enable and guide Scholars to achieve superior academic,
social and moral development. And our vision is to use education as a lever to change the socioeconomic trajectory of north Minneapolis.
Program Description
Harvest Prep uses an educational model patterned after high-performing public schools. It is built
around five essential questions, taken from Richard Dufour’s book, Learning by Doing. Schools
that have answered these five essential questions have demonstrated success serving children
from low-income backgrounds.
1. What do my students need to know and be able to do?
2. What are the most effective ways to teach what they need to know?
3. How do I know that they got it?
4. If they didn’t get it after I taught it, then what?
5. What if they have already mastered the material before I taught it?
To answer these five questions, Harvest Prep uses the Gap-Closing Framework. It is designed
from the inside out and organized around a set of concentric rings. Because student achievement
is the sine qua non of teaching, student achievement is found at the center of the ring. Because
the greatest lever that influences student achievement is teaching, the teaching ring is placed in
symbiotic relationship with the core of the framework, with student achievement. The teaching
ring is composed of (a) Planning, (b) Teaching and Re-teaching, (c) Assessment, (d) Reflection and
Student Support Systems (abbreviated as S3). Everything in the middle and outer rings supports
teaching and learning. The middle ring of administration, supports teaching. The administrative
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ring is composed of Instructional Leadership, Formal and Informal Observations, Instructional
Coaching, and Data Analysis and Coaching. The outer ring, which supports teaching and
administration, consists of the academic and operational supports that ensure the most effective
teaching and administration. It is composed of School Culture, Operations, Bell to Bell (class
time), the Daily Schedule and the (yearly) Calendar.

Authorizer Information
The authorizing mission of the Audubon Center of the North Woods (ACNW) Charter
School Division is to provide superior oversight, evaluation, feedback and strategic support to its
authorized schools resulting in the increased academic, financial, operational and environmental
education performance of each school.
The authorizing vision of ACNW is to authorize a portfolio of high performing charter
schools that instill a connection and commitment to the environment in their school
communities, while working towards a healthy planet where all people live in balance with the
Earth.
Harvest Preparatory School’s contractual relationship with Audubon Center of the North
Woods began with a common belief that focuses, on stewardship and promoting a connection
and commitment to the natural environment. It is our goal that every student leaves Harvest
Preparatory with a better understanding of the world around them and how they can have an
impact on the environment.
David Greenberg, Director of Charter School Authorizing
Audubon Center of the North Woods
Charter School Division
43 Main St. S.E., Suite #507
Minneapolis, MN 55414
612-331-4181
www.auduboncharterschools.org
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Implementation of Primary and Additional Statutory Purposes
Harvest Preparatory’ s statutory purposes as identified in our school’s contract with Audubon
Center of the North Woods are as follows:
1. Our primary statutory purpose is to improve all pupil learning and all student
achievement. And we are able to execute our purpose by implementing the following
practices:
a. Determining what children need to know and be able to do at each grade level
Provide the most effective teaching methods to teach what they need to know
b. Create robust and frequent assessments to determine if they got it after it’s taught
c. Provide effective interventions if students didn’t get it
d. Cultivate a growth mindset in students
2. The secondary purpose of Harvest Preparatory School’s educational program is to: Create
new professional opportunities for teachers. Harvest Preparatory fulfills its secondary
purpose by, providing teachers with more professional development time than the typical
MN school
a. There is 10 days of pre-service training for new teachers
b. There are weekly professional development opportunities
c. Every 6 weeks there are 2 days devoted to data analysis
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Student Enrollment & Demographics
STUDENT ENROLLMENT
The student enrollment at Harvest Preparatory has been one of our many great successes.
Enrollment dipped slightly in the 2015-2016 school year but we have estimated that it will
increase the following year due to stronger recruitment efforts. The table below shows Harvest’s
enrollment trend data.

Grades
Kindergarten
1st Grade
2nd Grade
3rd Grade
4th Grade
Total
Total
ADM
(Average
Membership) for year

Number of Students Enrolled
2014-15
2015-16
94
77
75
77
59
71
53
57
59
56
340
338
Daily
327
316

2016-17 (est.)
90
90
90
60
60
390
360

STUDENT DEMOGRAPHICS
Harvest Preparatory is a public charter school district that serves around 320 K-4 students. As a
public charter we are open to all students regardless of ethnic background or economic status.
Most scholars are African American and low-income; almost all will be the first in their families
to attend college. The students who attend Harvest Preparatory come from the surrounding
communities of Minneapolis, Brooklyn Park, Brooklyn Center, and parts of St. Paul.

Total Enrollment
Male
Female
Special Education
English Learners
Free/Reduced Priced
Lunch
Black, not of Hispanic
Origin
Hispanic/Latino
Asian/Pacific Islander
American
Indian/Alaskan
Native
White, not of
Hispanic Origin

340
159
181
39
1
316

Demographic Trends
2014-15
2015-16
338
162
176
41
15
278

2016-17 (est.)
390
187
203
47
15
331

331

328

378

6
1
1

4
2
0

4
2
2

1

4

4
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Student Attendance, Attrition & Mobility
STUDENT ATTENDANCE
Overall Student
Attendance Rate

2013-14
95%

2014-15
92%

2015-16
93%

Overall, the data shows consistent performance in student attendance, averaging around 93%
each year. Survey data shows that parents love the academic rigor and the culture at Harvest
Prep. In addition, we strongly believe that these two elements contributed significantly
towards the success of student attendance.
STUDENT ATTRITION
Historical data shows that Harvest has a relatively low student attrition rate. As noted above our
families have stayed with us because they love the academic rigor and the culture at Harvest
Prep. Our strong focus on academic excellence has proven to be the best strategy for keeping
families at Harvest.
Percentage of students* who were continuously enrolled between
October 1 of the 2014-15 school year and October 1 of the 2015-16
school year.

55%

Percentage of students* who continued enrollment in the school from
Spring 2015 to October 1, 2015.

65%

STUDENT MOBILITY
Harvest Preparatory also has a relatively low mobility index. Our data shows that the main reason
behind students transferring out during the school year was relocation and or changes in family
circumstances.
Percentage of students who were enrolled for 95% or more of the 201516 school year.

80%

Percentage of students who were enrolled for 95% or more of the 201415 school year.

72%

Percentage of students who were enrolled for 95% or more of the 201314 school year.

73%
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Educational Approach & Curriculum
OUR CURRICULUM AND APPROACH
As noted above, Harvest Preparatory School’s educational approach and curriculum is to fulfill
its primary statutory purpose; improving all pupil learning and all student achievement. All
schools in the Harvest Network of Schools have an instructional program and curriculum
designed to provide strong support to students to develop creativity, critical thinking and
problem solving skills. The comprehensive K-5 curriculum engages and motivates students and
is strongly aligned to state standards and the HNS mission. We do this by implementing
rigorous standards in core content; reading, mathematics, science, and social studies. Harvest
Prep, like all the schools in the Network use the 5 Gaps™ approach developed by Founder Eric
Mahmoud to address the achievement gap. We also use an educational model patterned after
high-performing public schools. It is built around the five essential questions taken from Richard
Dufour’s book, Learning by Doing.
SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMMING
A student that requires mental health services outside of the scope of the student support
services is referred
to outside
resources by the
School Social
Worker and School
Counselor with the
assistance of the
School Psychologist
that provides onsite mental health
services. The
student is referred
offsite once the
student has
completed 4-6
individual sessions
with the onsite
School Psychologist. If the student is registered with our collaborative partner, Northside
Achievement Zone, the Behavior Navigator is also a consulted as a part of the team decision
making. For students with special needs the school maintains weekly records for academic
progression, weekly assignments and growth charts while using pacing charts for lesson
presentations. There are also data meetings to determine strategies and plans for continued
academic growth and strategies.
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THE ENGLISH LEARNERS PROGRAM
Our goal for our English Language Learners is that they learn English language skills that will
help them access general education lesson content and eventually test out of ESL services. Our
objective is to provide two-to-three hours per week of direct ESL services, supplementing the
general education literacy curriculum with a separate literacy curriculum, Avenues. For
students who are new to the United States and have no English proficiency, we have a special
Newcomer program where students receive 1-1.5 hours of services every day, more than
double the services of other ELL students. The Newcomer program has its own curriculum,
which focuses on communicative competency and literacy skills.
Teacher supports
In addition, Harvest Preparatory has also addressed the challenges of raising student
proficiency in Reading, Mathematics, and Science by offering more professional development
opportunities for teachers. We recognize that while many of our teachers have passion and grit
they might not all have many years of experience and for its particular reason we have
broadened the professional development opportunities available to teachers. Teachers receive
on-going professional development in the following areas:
 Professional development is provided for all staff in data-driven decision making process
and data coaching
 Professional development training and coaching is provided for all staff in Math, Science
and Reading, social studies and student support areas (special education, academic and
behavior interventionist etc.)
Lastly for the past few years, Harvest Preparatory has partnered with Big Brothers Big Sisters,
the Girls Scouts of America as well as NAZ. It is our hope that these added supports will not only
provide a greater support system to our students through mentorship and greater access to
economic resources but also as a way to advance student achievement and close the
achievement gap in Minnesota once and for all.

Innovative Practices & Implementation
The innovation and the uniqueness of our School is embedded within the HNS Aspirational &
Cultural Values which also aligns with our school’s mission.
After school and/ or summer program
The After School “ALC Program” provides extra support in reading and math coursework. The
program provides math and reading intervention courses. Two days are spent on reading and
two days on math. Each content area has a small group instructional day and an individualized
computer day. There are three main components to the after school program:


Reading and Math Fluency practice
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Small group direct instruction in math and reading
Individual software support assigned to scholars

Each program location has computer labs for scholars. Scholars will use math and reading
software two days of the week and will engage in small group direct instruction. We will provide
snack or dinner prior to dismissal.
After school programming focuses on “learning gaps,” specifically identified by the MAP data for
scholars in reading and math; this is differentiated from the regular school day, which is focused
on teaching grade-level standards. Students are identified for the program based on MAP math
and reading data and baseline assessments taken in classrooms. Technology to be utilized
includes: I Can Learn, Accelerated Math and Reading, IXL, and Moby Max. The intake process
involves: a) Parents being notified of the assessment data; b) Teachers drafting a Continual
Learning Plan (CLP); c) CLP is discussed and agreed to at parent conferences in September; d)
Parent signs the CLP and after school ALC permission slip; and e) Scholar begins program.
The program incorporates many best practices elements, including a 15:1 scholar/teacher ratio
(max of 22:1), high-quality staff development during the week of September 15, 2015 focused on
math and reading interventions, and technology supports. We place special emphasis on hiring
staff that love and care for our scholars and places their academic success and social/emotional
health first and foremost. Our vision is for every scholar to be at or above grade level, making
steady and demonstrable progress towards that goal.
Extended Year Program
There are 180 school days, constituting 1,503 hours for the current school year. The exhibit in
the attachments section contains the school calendar showing the monthly schedule and total
number of instructional days. The “traditional” school year of 180 days, with a 6.5-hour school
day, provides insufficient learning time to cover all of the benchmarks and standards that
students are expected to learn. Consequently, at Harvest Prep, both the school year and school
day have been expanded. This ensures sufficient learning time and thus maximizes student
achievement. It reflects an emphasis on the fundamental question, what do students need to
maximize achievement. Harvest Prep worked backwards to make sure that all of the supports,
systems, and structures were in place to meet those needs.

Academic Performance: Goals & Benchmarks
Progress on ACNW Contractual Academic Goals & WBWF Alignment
World’s Best Workforce (WBWF) Goal Areas:
 Ready for Kindergarten [R4K]: All students are ready for kindergarten.
 Reading Well by 3rd Grade [RG3]: All students in third grade achieve grade-level
literacy.
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Achievement Gap Closure [AGC]: All racial and economic achievement gaps between
students are closed.
Career and College Ready [CCR]: All students are career- and college-ready before
graduating from high school.
Graduate from High School [GRAD]: All students graduate from high school.

Indicator 1: Mission Related Goals
Goal: From FY15 to FY19, the average of the annual percentages of students eligible for Fun
Friday celebration using the school-wide behavior management system will be at least 70%.
 WBWF Goal Areas Addressed by this Goal: ACG
o Key Measures & Results for this Goal: This is a growth area for the school and
an area that will need to be revisited when goals are revised with ACNW. This
particular goal area was not meet at 70% last year. The consistency of Fun Friday
was sporadic among classrooms.
Indicator 3: Reading Growth
Goal: For each year during the contract period, on average 60% of all students tested in the
fall and spring will meet expected fall to spring growth targets as measured by the NWEA
MAP reading assessment.
 WBWF Goal Areas Addressed by this Goal: AGC, CCR, R4K, RG3, GRAD
o Key Measures & Results for this Goal: The school did not meet its goal,
however, the school’s average z-score is positive, and the average z-score for
all subgroups is positive. Additionally, the percentages of students, including
students in all subgroups, identified as “on track for success” on MCA series
tests is high relative to state/resident district/comparable schools. While
Harvest Preparatory did not perform well on these target areas, the school
had a positive average growth z-score in FY16, increasing from negative zscores in the previous years. This indicates that on average students are
meeting expected growth targets on MCA series assessments. Additionally,
the FRP and Black student groups both had positive average growth z-scores
in FY16. The school’s “on track for success” rate increased by about 4
percentage points from FY14 to FY16 – the FY16 rate was just above the rate
of the Minneapolis school district and well above the rates of the two
comparison schools. The school’s FRP student group also outperformed their
peers at the resident district and the two comparison schools, and additionally
outperformed their peers at the state level. Currently we are in the second
year of using a new curriculum in the area of reading. Reformatting these
goals to be not only attainable yet more measureable is one of the areas that
HP will be working on this year.
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Indicator 4: Math Growth
Goal: For each year during the contract period, on average 60% of all students tested in the
fall and spring will meet expected fall to spring growth targets as measured by the NWEA
MAP math assessment.
 WBWF Goal Areas Addressed by this Goal: R4K, AGC, CCR, R3K, GRAD
o Key Measures & Results for this Goal: The school did not meet its goal,
but the school’s average z-score is positive, and the average z-score for all
subgroups is positive. Additionally, the percentages of students, including
students in all subgroups, identified as “on track for success” on MCA series
tests is high relative to state/resident district/comparable schools. On state
accountability tests, the school had a positive average growth z-score in
FY14, FY15, and FY16. This indicates that on average students are meeting
expected growth targets on MCA series assessments. Additionally, the FRP
and Black student groups both had positive average growth z-scores in
FY16. The school’s “on track for success” rate decreased by about 3
percentage points from FY14 to FY16 – the FY16 rate was above the rate of
the Minneapolis school district and well as the rates of the two comparison
schools. The school’s FRP student group also outperformed their peers at the
resident district and the two comparison schools, and additionally
outperformed their peers at the state level.
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Percent on Track Math (All Students)
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Indicator 5: Reading Proficiency
Goal: In FY16, 55% of all students in grades 3-6 enrolled by October 1 will achieve proficiency in
reading as measured by annual MCA tests.
 WBWF Goal Areas Addressed by this Goal: R4K, RG3, AGC, CCR, GRAD
o Key Measures & Results for this Goal: In FY16, 24.2% of students in grades 34 enrolled by October 1 achieved proficiency in reading as measured by state
accountability tests. As such, the school did not meet the target for FY16. The
school’s proficiency index experienced a continued decrease in FY16, as did the
school’s proficiency rate. The school’s FY16 proficiency rate (24.2%) is
dramatically below the state rate of 60.6%, and substantially below the local
district rate of 44.2%. The proficiency rate for students qualifying for free or
reduced price lunch at the school (21.3%) is also below the state rate (41.4%) and
the local district rate The proficiency rate for Special Education students (29.4%)
was a significant increase from the FY15 (0%), higher than the district rate of
22.1% and slightly below the sate rate of 31.1%
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Indicator 6: Math Proficiency
Goal: In FY16, 65% of all students in grades 3-6 enrolled by October 1 will achieve proficiency in
[math] as measured by annual MCA tests.
 WBWF Goal Areas Addressed by this Goal: R4K, RG3, AGC, CCR, GRAD
o Key Measures & Results for this Goal: In FY16, 47.8% of students in grades 3-4
enrolled by October 1 achieved proficiency in math as measured by state
accountability tests. As such, the school did not meet the target for FY16. The
school’s proficiency index experienced a continued decrease in FY16 as did the
proficiency rate. The school’s FY16 proficiency rate (47.8%) is below the state
rate of 60.9% but slightly above the local district rate of 45.6%. The proficiency
rate for FRP students at the school was greater than the rates of the state, the
resident district, and one comparison school. As in reading, the proficiency rate
for Special Education students increased significantly from 0% in FY15 to 41.2%
in FY16. This rate was above that of the state, local district, and one comparison
school.
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Indicator 10: Attendance
Goal: The school does not have a contractual goal for this indicator.
 WBWF Goal Areas Addressed by this Goal: CCR
o Key Measures & Results for this Goal: While the school does not have a goal in
this area, the school’s FY16 attendance rate was 93.6%, up from the FY15 rate of
88.6%. This meets the standard of a 90% attendance rate for this indicator area.
Indicator A: Federal and State Accountability
2016 Multiple Measure Rating (MMR) and Focus Rating (FR):
MMR
53.80%

FR
51.67%

Designation
No Designation

MMR by Domain
Proficiency

Growth

4.25/25.00
17.00%

16.75/25.00
67.04%

Achievement Gap
Reduction
19.33/25.00
77.32%

FR by Domain
Achievement Gap
Reduction

Focused Proficiency

19.33 / 25.00

6.50 / 25.00

77.32%

26.00%
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Comparison Group
Elementary School

Educational Effectiveness: Assessment & Evaluation
THE GAP CLOSING FRAMEWORK
Harvest Prep uses the Gap Closing Framework illustrated below. It is designed from the inside
out and organized around a set of concentric rings. Because student achievement is the sine qua
non of teaching, student achievement is found at the center of the ring. Because the greatest
lever that influences student achievement is teaching, the teaching ring is placed in symbiotic
relationship with the core of the framework, with student achievement
The teaching ring is
composed of (a) Planning,
(b) Teaching and Reteaching, (c) Assessment,
(d) Reflection and Student
Support
Systems
(abbreviated
as
S3).
Everything in the middle
and outer rings supports
teaching and learning. The
middle
ring
of
administration, supports
teaching.
The
administrative ring is
composed of Instructional
Leadership, Formal and
Informal
Observations,
Instructional
Coaching,
and Data Analysis and
Coaching. The outer ring,
which supports teaching
and
administration,
consists of the academic and operational supports that ensure the most effective teaching and
administration. It is composed of School Culture, Operations, Bell to Bell (class time), the Daily
Schedule and the (yearly) Calendar.
Note that the Instructional Leadership model supports teaching, it does not drive the teaching
model; similarly, the Calendar supports the teaching model, it does not drive it.
The Gap-Closing Framework
As previously discussed, the standard public school year of 180 days, with a 6.5-hour school day,
provides insufficient learning time to cover all of the benchmarks and standards that students
are expected to learn. Consequently, at Harvest Prep, both the school year and school day have
been expanded. This ensures sufficient learning time and thus maximizes student achievement.
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It reflects an emphasis on the fundamental question, what do students need to maximize
achievement. Harvest Prep worked backwards to make sure that all of the supports, systems,
and structures were in place to meet those needs.
By expanding the school year, another obstacle for low-income students was removed: the
summertime learning gap. A 3-month vacation is appreciated by teachers, but it jeopardizes the
progress of students, particularly those who are further behind and in the greatest need. No
other profession commands the 4 months of vacation afforded to teachers (3 months of summer
vacation, 2 weeks of winter/Christmas break, 1 week of spring/Easter break, and a week of other
holidays interspersed throughout the year). While there has been union resistance to reducing
the summer vacation for teachers, a compromise has been achieved by some high-performing
schools: extend the school year, while interspersing vacation time more evenly throughout the
year at 1–2-week intervals. This has proven effective in increasing student achievement and
avoiding the summertime learning gap.
In many public school districts and schools, however, the educational framework operates in just
the opposite manner. Administration starts with the school calendar, daily schedule, and
operations, and then tries to figure out how to fit everything into those fixed structures. Instead
of changing the size of the educational box by adding more learning time, administrators and
teachers are forced to work within a time structure that has proven inadequate and ineffective.
Hearkening back to the words of former Minneapolis Public Schools Superintendent, Dr. Carol
Johnson, “In our public education system, time is justice. What is enough time for some, is not
enough time for others.”
In sum, these structures do not help solve the educational challenges that economically
disadvantaged and minority children face—children who start kindergarten behind and fall
further behind through the years. These children need more time to get caught up, not less time.
Schools and school districts that have proven effective in closing the achievement gap design the
structure around the vision, mission, and goals in order to optimize student achievement. To
reiterate: Student achievement comes first and everything else revolves around that. Student
achievement is at the core of the gap closing framework.
INNER RING ONE: THE TEACHING CYCLE
The first ring around student achievement is the Teaching Ring. The cycle within this ring
proceeds in the following order: Planning, Teaching & Re-teaching, Assessments, and Reflection
PLANNING
Planning addresses the first of the five essential questions set forth at the beginning of this
chapter: What do my children need to know and be able to do? Planning comes first in the
process, before teaching, assessment, reflection and student support systems. Actually,
planning also includes each of these items.
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State academic standards provide the guidelines for developing curriculum at Harvest
Preparatory. In every subject area, teachers must ensure that all benchmarks in the state
standards are met before year’s end. The link from the state standards to instruction is created
by backwards planning. This means starting with the standards established by the state
Department of Education for each subject area and then developing curriculum based on each
benchmark that the student is expected to master at that grade level. For example, a 3 rd grade
reading standard might consist of a student being able to understand “Key Ideas and Details” of
a short story. One of the benchmarks under this standard is, “Students will be able to ask and
answer questions to demonstrate understanding of the text, referring explicitly to the text as
basis for the answer.” An important distinction in the planning for teachers is that they must also
determine the level of rigor required to master the standards that will be assessed.
THE YEARLY PACING GUIDE
After a grade-level team of teachers has determined all of the benchmarks and standards that
students will have to learn for the year, a pacing guide is established. The guide indicates when
any given benchmark will be taught during the school year and how many academic days will be
spent covering that benchmark. It can change and be updated throughout the year, but a
working draft is available before the first day of school begins.
THE TERM PACING GUIDE
After the yearlong pacing guide is established, the term guide is developed. It is a more detailed
and comprehensive version of the Yearly Pacing Guide. Not only does it include when a
benchmark will be taught in the course of the school year, it also what indicates the resources
that will be used to teach the benchmark and how the benchmark will be assessed to ascertain
if students have learned the information. The Term Pacing Guide focuses on one term’s progress,
highlights the standards or benchmarks to be taught during that term, lists the days they will be
taught and the daily objectives of the lesson, and addresses any prerequisite skills or knowledge
students need to have before they are able to master the benchmark at grade level.
WEEKLY LESSON PLANS
As the teacher moves forward in the planning process, the planning becomes more detailed.
Weekly Lesson Plans enable instructional leaders to develop their plans more thoroughly to
deliver academic content that is rigorous and engaging. Grade-level teams divide up lesson
planning responsibilities based on the individual strengths of the team members. Lesson
planning spirals backwards from interim formative assessments, which are created by gradelevel teams prior to the beginning of each term. An interim formative assessment is a rigorous
test given in class every 6-8 weeks to determine if students have retained the information from
past and current benchmarks. In Minnesota, for example, all tested benchmarks for grades 3-8
must be covered by April 1st of each year, when statewide (Minnesota Comprehensive
Assessment) testing occurs. For kindergarten through second grade, teachers have the full year
to cover grade-level standards. Backwards planning answers the question, what do my students
need to know and be able to do?
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In planning lessons, Harvest Preparatory School extensively use the book, The Skillful Teacher,
by Jon Saphier, Mary Ann Haley-Speca, and Robert Grower. The authors outline 21 planning
decisions involved in lesson planning that are highly recommended to all teachers and school
leaders.
TEACHING AND RE-TEACHING
Teaching and Re-teaching addresses the second of the five essential questions: What are the
most effective ways to teach what they need to know? It’s not uncommon to believe that we are
successful in all things that cannot be measured. The same principle applies in teaching. Teachers
tend to believe they are more successful in their teaching, when the results are not measured.
At Harvest Prep, success is evaluated by how successful students are mastering the standards
that are being measured. Thus, the goals of teaching and re-teaching are as follows:









To cultivate a growth mindset in all students
To have students master the benchmarks set by the Minnesota Department of Education
as well as the national benchmarks in reading, writing, math, science and social studies
at all grade levels
To have students make a year or more of academic growth by the end of the school year
To have all of students meet or exceed the standard on the Minnesota Comprehensive
Assessments
To have 100% of students make their target growth goals on the Northwest Education
Assessment (NWEA)
To prepare students for college
Developing students to use good moral judgment and be positive contributors to society
and have desire to give back to their community.

All of these goals are directly measureable. At each step along the way, a quantifiable answer
can be given for each and every student. The period is longer, of course, for college bound
students; it’s also longer for determining whether students are showing good moral judgment
and making positive contributions to society. But it is still quantifiable.
Teaching addresses the question, what are the most effective practices to teach whatever
students need to know? This question is answered by using the best research on effective
instruction available and by giving the teacher extensive professional development. Instructional
leaders facilitate ongoing professional development on effective and engaging instructional
strategies and by ongoing use of strategic data systems.
ASSESSMENTS
Assessments addresses the third of the five essential questions: How do I know if they got it? At
the classroom level, there are three timeframes in which to implement re-teaching strategies
based upon assessments: daily, weekly, and end-of-term.
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DAILY EXIT SLIPS
The teacher can use Exit Slips (a question or series of short questions to determine whether
students understood the subject matter being taught) on a daily basis or at the end of a lesson
to determine whether students have mastered the daily objective. This is the quickest way to
find out whether an individual student or classroom of students would benefit from some type
of re-teaching. A quick analysis of the exit slip can tell the teacher which skill the student is
missing. The teacher is given time during their 70 minute preparation period to review Exit Slips
and homework assignments, in order to adjust the next day’s lesson. If more than one student
has the same problem, the teacher can group the students together and offer a mini lesson
covering the strategy or step that those students missed. If many students had the same
problem, the mini lesson can be taught to the whole group. This skill can also be spiraled into
the homework, and the Do Now for the following day. Once again, by planning how classroom
time will be used, sufficient time can be set aside to allow for student grouping or differentiation
WEEKLY QUIZZES
At the end of each week, the teacher gives a quiz. The quiz is aligned to the benchmarks covered
during the week. The daily school schedule gives the teacher time to develop and grade the
quizzes. At Harvest Prep, students leave school early every Friday to allow teachers time to
analyze quiz and other testing data. After the quiz is given and graded, the teacher fills out a
tracker that shows how each student performed on each question. This tracker is a systematic
way to determine which skills need to be retaught and to which students. The re-teaching
happens the following week using strategies like mini-lessons to small groups, differentiated
independent work, homework, and Do Now’s. If 80% of the class does not understand a
particular benchmark as evidenced by exit slips, homework and weekly quizzes, then the
benchmark must be retaught to the entire class. On the other hand, if only a few students that
haven’t mastered a particular benchmark, then the benchmark can be retaught during the
intervention period mentioned earlier. Students who master the benchmarks on the weekly
quizzes should be offered differentiated work that will push them further.
COMPREHENSIVE INTERIM ASSESMENTS
At the end of the term, which is usually every 6 to 8 weeks, the teacher will administer a
Comprehensive Interim Assessment, also known as a COMP. The COMP covers all of the
benchmarks taught during the 6–8-week term. Teachers in grades K-8 administer the COMP’s
and then fill out a tracker that shows student performances during that period. The weekly and
COMP trackers let teachers and administrators know whether students are on track for meeting
the state standards. The school then provides teachers with a Data Day at the end of each term
to analyze the information and plan a reteach week. The Data Day is usually the Friday at the
end of the week that students have taken their COMPS. On Data Days, the students are released
from school, but the teachers come to school to analyze data from test results. In order to be
more efficient and actually use the data being generated, Harvest Prep uses an automated
scanner that takes the test information from students’ scores and provides a high-level analysis
of the data. The scanner automates as many of the teacher functions as possible to create
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efficiencies. Time that teachers would otherwise use for grading and logging these interim
assessments can now be used for analysis of the data.
Teachers then take this data and determine by grade level, class level and individual student level
what kind of consistent patterns are occurring. Did the whole grade level get some question
wrong? For example, if there are four 3rd grade classes, data analysis will show which class did
the best, which did the worst, and where the discrepancies are occurring.
The most important part of the Data Day is for teachers to develop re-teaching plans based on
the data. The week following the Data Day is set aside to reteach skills that were not mastered.
Depending on the number of students who did not master the subject matter, re-teaching will
be done either in small groups or with the entire class. It is the job of the grade-level team to
determine what activities and lessons will be covered to address the needs of all learners
With independent work, exit slips, and weekly quizzes, a teacher should know which students
are proficient on the benchmarks, even before the COMP’s are administered. These tests are
collectively referred to as continuous formative assessments, and are critical in providing
teachers and administrators with up-to-date data for grading and establishing a teaching and reteaching roadmap for the teacher to follow.
RESPONSE TO INTERVENTION/S3
What If Students Didn’t Learn the Material After I Taught It?
Gap closing schools use a Response to Intervention (RTI) model to provide additional support to
students who are behind. In the Gap-Closing Framework illustration, RTI is symbolized by S3 or
Student Support System. RTI is the practice of providing high-quality instruction and
interventions that match students’ needs; and using students’ learning rate over time and level
of performance to make important educational decisions.
The theory of RTI is that 80% of students should be supported by the curriculum provided to all
students. For the 20% of students who may not be successful with the standard curriculum (or
Tier 1 program as it is called), a system of interventions are set up to address students that are
right below grade level (i.e., at Tier 2) and students that are far below grade level (i.e., at Tier 3).
A 50-minute intervention block for Tier 2 and Tier 3 students is built into the school schedule to
address the students’ individual needs. For students in elementary school, the intervention may
occur during regularly scheduled class time, assuming there are teaching assistants or support in
the classroom. For students in middle school, the intervention may be done by a different
teaching intervention specialist and in a one-on-one or small group setting.
MIDDLE RING 2: ADMINISTARTIVE SUPPORT TO TEACHERS
INSTRUCTIONAL LEADERSHIP
The purpose of Instructional Leadership is to ensure that student learning time is maximized
through teacher professional development. Professional development includes four major
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categories: data and assessment, planning, classroom management, and core instruction
presentation. Instructional leadership is supported by building administrators, teacher leaders
(coaches) and/or educational consultants.
Every teacher is assigned an instructional leader or coach to help develop and strengthen their
instructional effectiveness. Administrators will track student performance results and then
assign teachers to administrators, educational consultants, and teacher support based on grade
level and subject expertise. Instructional leaders will provide a half hour of feedback based on a
20-30 minute informal observation, every other week, or on an as needed basis. Instructional
leaders meet with teachers and complete a Teacher Learning Plan, which is revised every term
(i.e. five times throughout the school year). This practice was adopted at Harvest Prep after
school leaders attended a training conducted by Dacia Toll, co-founder of Achievement First
charter school management organization.
FORMAL OBSERVATION
The system for formal observations is derived from Achievement First,[i] Driven by Data, and the
System for Teacher and Student Advancement Program (TAP).[ii] The lesson plan format is
Madeline Hunter’s framework.
Instructional leaders use formal observations to determine staff development needs and to
determine additional incentive pay. Teacher performance is evaluated on a scale from 1 to 5: 1
(poor), 2 (below average performance), 3 (proficient), 4 (above average), to 5 (exemplary).
Formal observations are conducted three times a year to evaluate a teacher’s overall
performance. In order to receive incentive pay, a teacher must have a 3.0 average on their
formal observation. The formal observation process consists of…
1.
A pre-meeting to discuss the teacher’s lesson plan
2.
A 45–60-minute observation
3.
A post-observation meeting with the teacher
4.
A follow-up in teacher learning plan
INFORMAL OBSERVATIONS
Much in the same way a swimming coach improves a swimmer’s technique by being at the pool
to observe swimming during lessons, practice, and swim meets, Driven by Data: A Practical Guide
to Improve Instruction, by Paul Bambrick-Santoyo,[i] has heavily influenced the notion of being
“at the pool” to give teachers feedback on their teaching. You can’t improve a swimmer’s
technique by reading about their performance in the newspaper the next day. The coach must
be “at the pool” providing feedback to the swimmer minute by minute. This feedback might
include form, stroke rate and efficiency of turns. Bambrick-Santoyo uses this as a metaphor to
describe the school leader’s role in improving instruction for students through the teachers.
Instructional leaders can’t improve student achievement by reading about the results of the
state testing results in the newspaper. Instructional leaders can’t change student outcomes just
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by reviewing internal testing data. They must be “at the pool” or in the classroom providing
teachers valuable feedback during or immediately after a lesson.
The purpose of informal observations is to give teachers immediate and continuous written and
verbal feedback on their instructional practices in specific areas. Informal observations focus
intentionally on goals set in the Teaching Learning Plan and assume that the area of focus will
change frequently as the teacher improves.
Informal observations are unannounced; they last for 20-30 minutes and occur frequently
throughout the year. Feedback is emailed to the teacher and the teacher meets with the
Instructional Leader biweekly to discuss progress. The process goes as follows:
1. Conduct a 20–30 minute biweekly observation based on phase focus [define]
2. Inform the teacher immediately afterward via email (a teacher may respond and/or
provide an explanation if needed)
3. Give informal verbal feedback biweekly for 20-30 minutes based on phase focus
A copy of the informal observation document is included in the Appendix.
DATA ANAYLSIS & COACHING
The development of the data analysis and coaching used by Harvest Prep was highly influenced
by two books: Driven by Data by Paul Bambrick-Santoyo and The Data Coach’s Guide to
Improving Learning for All Students: Unleashing the Power of Collaborative Inquiry, by Nancy
Love, Katherine Stiles, Susan Murphy, and Kathryn DiRana. Our data analysis model has also been
shaped by visits to high-performing charter schools from around the country, such as Roxbury
Prep in Massachusetts. Additionally materials from Achievement First’s instructional framework
were incorporated into the design.
Teachers and administrators analyze data during three timeframes: daily, weekly, and every 6–
8 weeks. Teachers meet with coaches weekly to review the data. Teachers have all three levels
of assessment information available before they plan and teach lessons. Daily analysis of student
performance is done through exit slips, where students are asked to produce a product that
aligns with the day’s objective for that subject. Information from exit slips is used to plan future
whole- and small-group instruction. The intent is to grade the exit slips the same day or for the
next day, in order to inform the next day’s lesson and instruction.
Weekly quizzes are given on Fridays to determine how students are progressing on the
benchmarks. In grades K-4, quizzes are written for both mathematics and reading. For grades 58, each subject area teacher (mathematics, reading, science, and social studies) quizzes students
on the benchmarks taught that week. All of these quizzes are common among all classes at each
grade level. That data is then analyzed the following Friday afternoon.
Finally, a cumulative and formative assessment is given every 6–8 weeks (COMP) to assess how
students have progressed over several benchmarks. Staff in grades 3-8 use a Scantron machine
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and bubble sheets to collect testing information; they use software, called Prosper, which allows
for multifaceted student-level reports aligned to the benchmarks. Full data days at the end of
each COMP period are dedicated to data analysis, reteach week and unit planning, as well as
individual data meetings with administration and coaches. Teachers use a Cause and Verification
form for every COMP assessment to determine root causes of performance. Student
interventions are then planned on an on-going basis throughout the school year. A data manager
works with teachers to (a) facilitate managing student-level data; (b) to create and maintain upto-date student trackers; and (c) to use the Scantron machine. The data manager ensures that
the technical pieces of the data process are in working order.
Coaching on data is done weekly during grade-level team meetings. Teaching and administrative
staff analyze common quiz data using a tracker system that displays students’ overall scores,
student’s individual scores, and scores by individual benchmark items. The tracker gives coaches
information on how individual students are doing and what interventions they may need. It also
gives teachers and administrators information on how any given class is doing on a given skill or
concept. Individual data meetings occur every data day or five times a year. The individual data
meeting goes over the data for each teacher’s classroom. Teachers meet with their coach and
go through an in-depth analysis of how their students are doing. They are expected to attend
these weekly meetings and be prepared to discuss their quiz data. Such meetings provide an
additional layer of accountability, as teachers meet one to one with administrators and teacher
leaders (Instructional Coach) to ensure all students succeed in all areas assessed.
Moreover because every Friday is a half day of school for students data days, following COMP
exams, are mapped out on the master school calendar as full days of professional development.
The personnel responsible for administering and conducting these data days are
administration, coaches, teacher leaders, and a full-time data manager.
At the beginning of every school year, new staff is trained on the data analysis system. Modeling
of individual data meetings and training on data management is demonstrated by experienced
teachers, coaches and administrators to ensure that teachers understand what is expected of
them and what the process looks like. All staff is required to read Driven by Data as part of their
individual professional development.
OUTER RING 3-SCHOOL STRUCTURAL, OPERATIONAL AND CULTURAL SUPPORTS
SCHOOL CALENDAR, BELL TO BELL, ND DAILY SCHEDULE
The school calendar sets forth the total number of days the school plans to be open, the total
number of hours it is in operation, and the total number of instructional hours that are available.
In the Harvest Prep model, there are 195 school days, and 9 hours per school day. This equates
to 1,755 total hours the school is open for business. School starts at 8:00 a.m. and ends at 4:45
p.m. The longer day and year provide students with over 35% more time in school than the
typical public school district (172 days of school for students with a 6.5-hour school day for a
total of 1,118 hours). The additional 35% more time each year has a positive and cumulative
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academic effect on students. It gives them the ability to catch up academically if they are behind,
and reduces backslide that takes place for low-income children during the summertime learning
gap. The longer school day and longer school year provide the school with the ability to
individualize support using RTI to meet the needs of students and to give teachers more time to
prepare lessons and analyze student data.
Given the additional amount of time that is available, Harvest Prep students have 1 additional
year of educational advantage over the typical public school student for every 3 years that a
student spends in this educational system. This means that a student who starts in kindergarten
at Harvest Prep and stays continuously enrolled through the 8th grade, will have a 3-year
academic advantage over the typical public school.
We believe that our Gap Closing Framework not only sets us apart from other charter schools it
also is proven in getting great result for our scholars!

Student & Parent Satisfaction
At Harvest Preparatory, we conducted a satisfaction survey to be completed by parents/families.
The results of the survey inform us that the majority of our families are satisfied with their
schools academic program.
The survey measured parent/family satisfaction in the following areas: ·






Service Excellence
Communication excellence
Operational excellence
Teacher and school leadership excellence (academic)
Overall Satisfaction

Environmental Education
This last year was a year of growth and change for the area of Environmental Education. With new
leadership at the school level, the school has begun to see a positive change in the area of
Environmental Education. Although
the school is currently revisiting their
goals as a part of their Environmental
Education contract with ACNW, here
are some yearly highlights.






Teacher led initiatives on
recycling as well as utilizing
green space.
ACNW presentation on EE
Trips to nature centers and
other outside areas.
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Grant written for the utilization of Poly Bots, implement in FY17.
Teacher led implementation of EE lessons each week. The goal was to do something
“green” each week.

Governance & Management
Harvest Preparatory is managed by the Harvest Network of Schools (HNS). HNS provides
oversight, finance and payroll, leadership, external relations and fundraising, human capital and
employee recruitment as well as student recruitment to the member schools. The school board
of each member school evaluates the performance of the Harvest Network of Schools on an
annual basis, in October of each year. This evaluation is initiated by the school board and
results shared with the CMO in order to improve and drive service delivery.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Harvest Preparatory’s by-laws regarding the composition of the Board of Directors states,
The Board shall consist of not less than five (5) and not more than nine (9) unrelated members,
as changed from time to time by the Board. Directors must be residents of the State of
Minnesota and must meet the qualification requirements of the Statute.
The Board shall include:
(i) one licensed teacher employed by the Corporation (the “Teacher Member Board Seat
”); (ii) the parent or legal guardian of a current student (the “Parent Member Board Se
at”); and (iii) an interested community member who is not employed by the Corporation and
does not have a
child enrolled in the school operated by the Corporation (the “Community Member Boar
d Seat”)
If the child of the occupant of the Parent Member Board Seat is no longer enrolled at
the school operated by the Corporation or if the teacher occupying the Teacher Member Board
Seat leaves the employment of the Corporation then the Board shall have the right to require
the resignation of such Board member.
Board Roster
Member
Name
Nerita
Hughes
Christina
Ashford
Brenda
McDaniel
Teto
Wilson

Board
Position
Chair
Vice
Chair
Member
Member

Affiliation
Community
Member
Community
Member
Teacher
Community
Member

Date
Elected
July
2015
July
2015
July
2015
July
2015

Date
Seated
June
2015
June
2015
June
2015
June
2015
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Term End
Date
June 2018

Phone Number

Email Address

612-876-4105

June 2017

612-876-4105

June 2017

612-876-4105

June 2018

612-876-4105

nerita.hughes@co.ram
sey.mn.us
christina.ashford@gma
il.com
bmcdaniel@seedharvest.org
wilsonsimage@gmail.c
om

Cedric
Frazier

Member

Community
Member

April
2016

Nicolas
Styles

Member

Community
Member

April
2016

Victoria
King

Member

Parent

April
2016

Septem June 2019
ber
2015
Septem June 2019
ber
2015
March June 2019
2016

612-876-4105

Cedrick7332@yahoo.co
m

612-876-4105

Styl8936@stthomas.ed
u

612-876-4105

vking@seedharvest.org

Harvest Prep materially complies with applicable laws, rules, regulations and provisions of the
charter contract and school bylaws relating to:





school board composition, and the board demonstrates the capacity to govern an
effective charter school;
effectively and transparently conducting board meetings:
o A discernible method for conducting meetings (i.e. Robert’s Rules)
o Complying with MN Open Meeting Law
o Timely distribution of board materials prior to meetings to board members and
authorizer
o Appropriate documentation of board and committee meetings
board decision-making and oversight, including but not limited to:
o Establishing, reviewing and implementing policy
o Establishing performance expectations that are in alignment with charter
contract
o Regularly reviewing academic, financial, and operational data
o Overseeing school improvement plans as necessary
o Conducting timely review and approval of key organizational documents
including the budget, contracts for service, facility lease, annual reports and
financial audits

BOARD MEMBER TRAINING
For any school to succeed, it must have a board that is committed to the organization's mission,
possesses substantial leadership skills and expertise, sets policy that guides the school’s work,
and evaluates both the nonprofit organization and itself with an eye toward continuous
improvement. The Harvest Preparatory Board is committed to continuous improvement and
board members attended a training on September 26th, 2015. This training was held in the
Harvest Preparatory Library and covered finances, governance as well as the authorizer/board
relationship. Unfortunately the board members who attended the training were not recorded,
so that information cannot be reported.
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Harvest Preparatory School
Board

HARVEST PREPARATORY ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

All Teaching Staff
CMO (Harvest Network
of School's) Board

CMO

Principal
All Non Teaching Staff

LIST OF ADMINISTRATORS AND QUALIFICATIONS
Rachelle Larson is the current principal of Harvest Preparatory. Her qualifications are outlined
here:
Rachelle Larson the current principal if Harvest Preparatory, she has worked in the school for a
number of years. She worked for 6 years as a teacher in the school and then moved to an
Instructional Coach where she trained other teachers in the network, she was letter promoted
to Assistant Principal. She received her Masters of Education-Instructional Leadership,
Elementary Education and Teaching in 2005.
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES FY16
Because Rachelle Larson is not a licensed administrators in the state of Minnesota she must
report on her professional development plan. As a lifelong learner she has continued to seek
professional growth and assistance for Harvest Preparatory and the Harvest Network of
Schools. In FY16 she was involved in a yearlong training program with Relay- Graduate School of
Education through the Uncommon Schools network. The trainings were two weeks in July and
then every 2-3 months for an extended weekend. Topics covered in this training
included: Culture (student and adult), Professional Development, Data Meetings, Observations,
and Feedback. Ms. Larson also attended a training hosted by MDE that year, it was in regards
to compliance and reporting.

Staffing
TEACHER RETENTION
Percentage of Licensed Teachers from 2014-15
returning in 2015-16
Percentage of Licensed Teachers from 2013-14
returning in 2014-15

33.3%
65.3%

2015-2016 LICENSED TEACHING STAFF
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Assignment
Kindergarten
Kindergarten
Kindergarten
Kindergarten
Kindergarten
1st Grade
1st Grade
1st Grade
1st Grade
2nd Grade
2nd Grade
2nd Grade
2nd Grade
3rd Grade
3rd Grade
3rd Grade
3rd Grade
4th Grade
4th Grade
4th Grade
4th Grade
Health
Art
Media/Library
Theatre

Staff Member
Darcie Kettenacker
Hailie Johnson
Alyssa Bondy
Brittany Bernitt
Brittany Henn
Anne Farley
Melissa Boggs (Shepherd)
Alexis Croal
Anastasia Hanson
Abby Johnston
Meghan Sherratt
Ashley Stevens
Emily Gross (Stafne)
Julia Ebbers
Sallie Harris
Madelyn Saxton
Nicole Schloesser
Cortney Dabelstein
Claire Johnson
Michelle Smithson
Heather Rome
Mckenzie Kubista
Paul Mack
Charles Bell
Raine Minke-Joubert

File Folder Number
476246 **
485271
481055
480937
484980
487465
481486 **
480934 **
481809
482835
484556
474713
426660
472821 **
481763 **
468371 **
373396
482102 **
491967
363261
487780
464222
451032
997294 **
461082

Gym
Gym
Music
Title One
Title One
Special Education
Special Education
Special Education

Nicholas Boettcher
Chandel Knox
Mathew Sheeley
Brenda McDaniel
Julie Skildum
David Legan
Kimberly Wakal
Natalia Ozerova

487244
997352
487279
170098 **
444184 **
285885 **
336349
489762

** Denotes Licensed Teaching staff that also taught at Harvest Prep in the 2014-2015 school year.

2015-2016 LICENSED NON-TEACHING STAFF
Assignment

Staff Member

File Folder Number

Principal
Instructional Coach

Rachelle Larson
Keilly Olsen

434005
443500
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Sped Coordinator
School Counselor
Social Worker
Psychologist

Gary Speese
Megan Morinville
Lacresha Payne
Jeffrey Williams

449686
487434
475620
490305

2015-2016 STUDENT SUPPORT STAFF
Assignment
Staff Member
Academic Interventionist
James Blissenbach
Academic Interventionist
Tirel Springs
Behavior Interventionist
Harold Brush
Behavior Interventionist
Lashonda Flowers
Behavior Interventionist
Lucille Hazelwood-Larson
Paraprofessional
Mario Dickson Green
Paraprofessional
Jidana Cook
Paraprofessional
Mychoice Daniel
Paraprofessional
Alsaisha Lingbeck
Paraprofessional
Prescott Jones
Paraprofessional
Lysanias Shelby
Paraprofessional
Keisha Holmes
Paraprofessional
Alexandra Jung
Paraprofessional
Markel Langford
Educational Assistant
Jay Barnes
Educational Assistant
Joshlin Holliday
Educational Assistant
Taheera El-Amin
Educational Assistant
Shaquise Rodgers
Educational Assistant
Facia Best
Media/ Assessment
Toessawat Suparat
Coordinator

File Folder Number
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES
We offer our staff with job-embedded professional development. We have a number of
instructional coaches available to support teachers on day-to-day basis. We also pride ourselves
with providing teachers with more professional development time than the typical MN school.
For example, we provide 10 days of pre-service training for new teachers as well as weekly
professional development opportunities. We train our staff as a whole and as individual. We
believe our model will create confident and culturally competent high performing teachers.

Operational Performance
Operationally the school has had some challenges, mainly in the areas of transportation. The
school experienced a vendor shift at the start of the school year which led to confusion. During
the year, the school however capitalized on strong leadership and revamped their routes. The
school partnered with Minnehaha Transportation to assist in transportation.
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The food service program remains strong. Harvest Preparatory uses a Joint Agreement with the
Minneapolis Public Schools. The meals are healthy and the choices are plentiful. This Joint
Agreement has been working well since its inception last year. Harvest Preparatory has a full
salad bar each day where scholars can have as many fruits and vegetables as they want.
Parent Empowerment Nights, as you will see on the school calendar, were not as well attended
as the school had hoped. The first Parent Empowerment Night was held in October, 2015 and it
was the most successful evening. The school showed a movie and invited parents and the
community.
Moving forward, Harvest Preparatory hopes to have continued operational success and realizes
that it needs to grow in some areas.

Finances
Financial Statements – Three-year Summary
2013

2014

2015

Balance Sheet
Cash
$202,993
Current Assets
$1,431,974
Non-Current
$160,992
Assets
Total Assets
$1,592,966
Current Liabilities
$1,032,395
Non-Current
$68,630
Liabilities
Total Liabilities
$1,101,025
Net Assets
$491,941
Income Statement (All Funds)

$410,412
$1,225,907
$129,558

$280,386
$1,473,906
$142,544

$1,355,465
$726,272
$18,659

$1,616,450
$1,351,449
$0

$744,931
$610,534

$1,351,449
$265,001

Total Revenue
$5,465,689
Total Expenditures
$5,402,524
Net Income
$63,165
Total Fund
$399,585
Balance
Enrollment Information – Pupil Units (P.U.)

$5,484,627
$5,384,576
$100,051
$499,636

$5,521,542
$5,898,719
-$377,178
$122,458

374.98

356.26

360.00

436.64

355.05

332.77

Budgeted
Enrollment
Actual Enrollment
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For questions regarding school finances and for complete financials for 2015-16 and/or an
organizational budget for 2016-17, contact:
Name: Robert Doty
Position: CFO/COO
Contact info: 612-404-4313
Phone: 612-876-4105
Email rdoty@seed-harvest.org
World’s Best Workforce Annual Budget
Everything we do is to support the WBWF. The entire budget is about making sure “all” of our
students become compassion, competent, capable citizens to take on the future

Future Plans
In order to increase the bell to bell instruction, the school is going to opt to have 4:45pm
dismissal next year as to make sure all instruction can happen in a school day. Additionally the
school plans to strengthen its Environmental Literacy Program. We appreciate the opportunity
to serve our students and the families of North Minneapolis and will continue to do our best.
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Attachments
2015-2016 School Calendar

2015-2016

HARVEST PREPARATORY SCHOOL

2015-2016

*N o t e : E a rly R e le a s e e v e ry F rida y; ple a s e re f e r t o t he k e y be lo w f o r o t he r E a rly R e le a s e a nd N o S c ho o l D a ys *

Harvest Preparatory School

Progress Reports Sent Home =
Early Release Day (2 p.m. Dismissal) =
No School for Students
No School for Staff and Students
Total Student Days =
Total Teacher Days =

1300 Olso n M emo rial Hwy
M inneapo lis, M N 55411
P ho ne: (612) 381-9743
Fax:
Fax: (61
(612)
2) 374-0652
374-0652

July 2015

January 2016

Su M Tu W Th F Sa 4: Independence Day

August 2015

Su M Tu W Th F Sa
1
2
3 4
5 6
7 8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27 28 29
30 31

1 2 3
6
7 8 9 10
13 14 15 16 17
20 21 22 23 24
27 28 29 30

4

5
11 12
18 19
## 26

8 -12: National African American Involvement
12: End of Term 3: Data Day - No School
15: Start of Term 4: Planning Day - President's Day
16: Progress Reports
16: Parent Empowerment: Parent Recognition
24: Harvest Prep Board Meeting

4: End of Interim Term - No School - Progress Reports
4: Parent-Teacher Conferences - All Day
7: Labor Day - No School
8: Start of Term 1
22: Curriculum Night
23: Harvest Prep Board Meeting
25: Progress Reports
28: In-Uniform Picture Day

4: Progress Reports
14: Picture Day: Out-of-Uniform
15: Parent Empowerment: Spring Assessment
23: Harvest Prep Board Meeting
25: No School for Staff or Students
28: End of Term 4: Data Day - No School
29: Start of Term 5: Planning Day - No School
31: Progress Reports
31: Parent/Teacher Conferences

1
4
5 6
7 8
11 12 13 14 15
18 19 20 21 22
25 26 27 28 29

2

3
9 10
16 17
23 24
## 31

April 2016

5: Afterschool interventions begin - Grades 3-8
14: Progress Reports
15 - 16: MEA Staff Development Days - No School
19 - 23: Imhotep Science Fair
20: Parent Empowerment Meeting
23: End of Term 1: Data Day - No School
26: Start of Term 2: Planning Day - No School
27: Progress Reports
28: Harvest Prep Board Meeting
29: Picture Retake Day

November 2015

Su M Tu W Th F Sa

17: Parent Empowerment Meeting
1 2
3 4
5 6 7 20: Progress Reports
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 25: Harvest Prep Board Meeting
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 23 - 27: Fall Break - No School
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30

1 2
3 4
5
6
7 8 9 10 ## 12
13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 21 22 23 24 25 26
27 28 29 30 31

1: Parent/Teacher Conferences
1: Honor Roll & MCA Pep Rally (during the school
4 - 22: MCA Testing
22: Progress Reports
27: Harvest Prep Board Meeting
25 - 29: Spring Break - No School

May 2016
16 - 20: Reading Fair Week
17: Black History Program: African American
20: Progress Reports
20: Drop Everything and Read - DEAR Day
25: Harvest Prep Board Meeting
27: End of Term 5: Data Day - No School
27: Parent/Teacher Conferences
30: Memorial Day - No School
31: Report Cards

December 2015

Su M Tu W Th F Sa

2
9
16
23
30

Su M Tu W Th F Sa
1 2
3 4 5
6
7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 ## 27
28 29

March 2016

October 2015

Su M Tu W Th F Sa

1
3 4
5 6
7 8
10 11 12 13 14 ##
17 18 19 20 21 22
24 25 26 27 28 29
31

February 2016

11: Grades 3-4 Start
12: Grades 1-2 Start
13: Kindergarten Starts
18: JA Capstone
18 - 20: Health Screening # 1
25: Parent Empowerment
25 - 27: Health Screening #2
26: Harvest Prep Board Meeting
28: Africa Day

September 2015

Su M Tu W Th F Sa

47
10
26
179
##

Su M Tu W Th F Sa

1: Winter Break - No School
4: Start of Term 3: Planning Day - No School
7 - 8: Parent-Teacher Conferences/Report Cards
15: MLK Assembly (during the school day)
18: MLK Day - No School
19: Parent Empowerment: Honor Roll
22: Progress Reports
27: Harvest Prep Board Meeting

1 2
3 4 13: First Day for New Staff
5 6
7 8 9 10 11 20: First Day for Returning Staff
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 22: Harvest Prep Board Meeting
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 28: Parent Orientation
26 27 28 29 30 31

12

Su M Tu W Th F Sa
1 2
6
7 8 9
13 14 15 16
20 21 22 23
27 28 29 30

3 4
5
10 11 12
17 ## 19
24 25 26
31

Su M Tu W Th F Sa
1 2
3 4
5 6
7 8 9
10 11 12 13 14 ## 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Su M Tu W Th F Sa
1 2
3 4
5 6
7
8 9 10 11 12 ## 14
15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30 31

June 2016

15: Kwanzaa Program
18: Progress Reports
18: End of Term 2 Data Day - No School
23: Harvest Prep Board Meeting
21 - 31: Winter Break - No School

1: Grade 8 Graduation
3: Last Day for Staff and Students
22: Harvest Prep Board Meeting

33

Su M Tu W Th F Sa
1 2 3 4
5 6
7 8 9 10 11
12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 25
26 27 28 29 30

HNS Org Chart

34

Harvest Prep CMO Contract

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

Teacher Summer Professional Development Plan for the
following school year

47

48

49

50

51

52

